Personalised Christmas Cards
Frequently asked questions

I need another form, where can I get one?
Just print off another form from trinityparents.com – there’s a link to the form in the news section
or from the PSA documents section.
Or just do another picture on a plain piece of A4 or A5 paper, put their name and class on the back,
paper clip the picture to the order form, and return with full payment to the class teacher.
My child has done a fantastic picture, but it’s not on the order form/art-sheet, can we use it?
YES! Just write their name and class on the back of the picture, paper-clip the picture to the order
form, and return with payment to the class teacher. The picture will be scanned in, so if it’s not on
an A4/A5 piece of paper it won’t completely fill the card, but the printers will position it to look its
best.
Why do we have to order the cards so early?
So we can beat the rush at the printers and get our order back in plenty of time for Christmas.
Will my order still go through if I’ve not paid in full?
Unfortunately not, only orders received with full payment will be processed. We won’t be able to
chase up any missing payments. It’s just £5 for a pack of 12 quality cards and you can order as
many as you like. A cash or cheque is fine.
I have two (or more) kids - can we put more than one picture on one card?
YES! Kids can work together on one picture. Just make sure you put all their names and classes on
one order form, (and on the back of the picture if it’s on a separate sheet of paper)
OR
They can do separate pictures, which the printers will then scan and put side by side on the card.
These pictures need to be A4 or A5 in size and either both landscape, or both portrait so they can
sit side by side, or one on top of the other on the card. Please put their names and classes on the
back of the pictures and a note to say which picture they are to be combined with (in case they
become separated). The minimum order for this type of card is 2 packs of 12.
If you have more than 2 kids, you’ll need to do pictures that can fit next to each other on the
finished card which is A6 in size. (They can draw larger pictures as they will be scanned in and put
together, but do need to be able to fit together on an A5 or A4 sheet). The minimum order for this
type of card is 2 packs of 12.
Not all of my children are at Trinity Primary - can we order cards for them?
YES! Just print off an additional order form/art sheet from trinityparents.com and complete one
for them. Just add ‘pre-school’, or ‘age 4’, or ’S1 Trinity Academy’ in the place where their class
would be entered on the form.
How big is the card?
They’re A6 in size.
Can I see a sample card?
YES! There will be cards on display at the Meet the Teacher evening on Thursday 7th September,
close to the PSA uniform sale also on that evening, and at the PSA cinema night on Friday 22nd
September
How can I ask another question?
Just email us at trinityprimarypsa@gmail.com

